
temptation four
Table programme



Height continuously 

adjustable via spindle for 

square tube (68–76 cm) with 

translucent cover sleeve. 

Fixed height (74 cm)  

with adjustment glides to 

compensate for uneven 

floors.

Telescopic, continuous height adjustment (62–85 cm) 

with telescopic adjustment tool. The height adjustment tool 

is always within easy reach by being fixed on the inside of 

the support beam. 

Beautifully set up. temptation four is available  in 

three different height settings and in the versions  

square tube or round tube.
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Design is the art 
        of combining  
    function and aesthetics.
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As much table 
as you want.
Whether as an elegant single table or a complex system configuration – 
temptation four gives you freedom of choice when it comes to office furnishing. 
Linking elements make the combination possibilities limitless. With extension 
elements or returntables, additional work, storage or meeting spaces can be 
created. Returntables, which are mounted on the support beam of the desk, 
are available in the versions Light or Orga as required.

Returntables as additional work and storage space  

can be mounted anywhere on the support beam.

Focussed. The Returntable 

Light without the all-round 

support beam frame 

focuses on the essential.

Contact-friendly. The  

Returntable Orga has an 

all-round support beam 

frame to attach accessories.



Individual even in a team.
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Thanks to the unique stability of the table tops, 
connecting elements and support beams of 
temptation four, comfortable multiple and team 
workplaces can be created even on very small 
areas. The tremendous selection of top shapes 

and various configuration options ensures that 
individual wishes are fulfilled as well. Additional 
organisation and screen elements also create 
space for personal development.



More room to communicate.
Without much effort, with linking elements several 
workplaces can be combined into a large bench. For 
optimum legroom, linked desks and meeting tables 
are equipped with a support leg that is set back.

This creates a continuous work surface with plenty 
of freedom of movement and a communicative 
atmosphere. Organisational elements and privacy 
screens can be attached at any time via adapters.
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Binding. Instead of the 

corner joints, linking 

elements continue the 

support beams. This 

creates an extremely 

sturdy connection of  

the support beams and  

a uniform appearance. 

Discreet. The perfect system 

for personal privacy:  easy 

screen also aids the 

concentration when working 

at bench workstations.



All the options on the table. 
And under it.

Well thought-out accessories. Smart boxes provide storage space and an electrical connection option.  

The function bridge allows the attachment of various organisational elements to suit individual needs.

Add-on socket module

Desk-height 

pedestal

Printer shelf

Mobile pedestal

Height adjustable  

Privacy screen

Adaptable

Privacy screens

Mobile personal  

storage unit

Returntable

Tray DIN A4 portrait

Function bridge

Tray DIN A4 landscape Pen box

Cup holder

Pen tray landscape

Photo frame Flower vase

Notelet boxSmart box “easy” & Smart box “power”
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The slightly angled support beam underneath the 
table edge is designed for maximum performance. 
It runs as a uniform frame underneath the table 
top, and so can accommodate accessories in any 
position.

Thanks to the sturdy construction and modular 
technology, practically any kind of workplace is 
conceivable. In addition to single and group work-
places, both bench configurations and complex 
office environments can be quickly installed. 

Flexible. Using adapters, 

additional elements can 

quickly and easily be 

mounted anywhere on  

the all-round support 

beam frame. 

Round grommet

Smart box powerTable leg set back

Add-on socket module

Mobile personal

storage unit

Third level

Free-standing screen with

organisation module

Cable management CPU holder

Monitor arm

Adaptable. Function 

bridges, privacy screens 

and lamps can be attached 

flexibly using system 

adapters.

Load-bearing. The leg  

elements require little 

effort to attach securely.

A passion for technology. 

Printer shelves and  

PC holders are quickly  

and easily mounted.

Stable. The stable 

connection of the add-on 

elements facilitates a wide 

range of configurations.
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Best connections.
The clear and tidy electrical connection concept of temptation four offers 
users easy and quick access to network and power. In addition to a fold-down 
cable tray, depending on table size and individual purpose there are round 
grommets which allow optimal electrical connection through the table top. 
Two different sized grommets are available for the desk. The team table can be 
extended with an electrical connection box and for the bench there are special 
round grommets that allow working from both sides.

Integrative. The 

temptation four team 

table can accommodate  

up to eight people, which 

makes it ideal for meetings 

or small conferences. The 

electrical connection box 

with socket modules is 

positioned in the middle to 

allow even modern media 

technology to be used.

Thinking ahead. The table 

top can be pulled forward 

by 220 mm with the 

optional sliding top to 

provide optimum access  

to the cable channel.

Team player. The cable tray 

folds down on both sides to 

allow electrical connection 

underneath the table, and 

makes the cable channels 

easily accessible when 

folded down.

Direct. The grommets 

provide easy access to the 

power input, for instance 

for chargers or laptops.

Smart. The “large 

workplace“ grommet  

(250 mm × 90 mm) also 

removes several cables 

from the line of sight.

Team spirit. The “Bench” 

grommet (2 × 250 mm  

× 90 mm) provides access 

from both sides.

Tidy. The electrical 

connection box helps  

with guiding cables,  

and accommodates any 

spare cables.

Orderly. The “small work- 

place” grommet (ø 70 mm) 

has a square cover.
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Storage close 
to the table.

Cooperation. temptation four harmonises perfectly  with 

other storage units such as its tall pedestals. 

In combination with the modular storage space system 
terri tory, temptation four offers new opportunities  
to optimally design the storage space in the direct 
working area and at the same time to deliberately 
structure and divide the off ice space. Thanks to the 
great flexibility of the terri tory storage space system, 
you can change and expand the configuration at any time 
and thus react to new or changing needs very quickly.

Depending on individual requirements, workplaces for 
more communication or more concentration can be cre-
ated by different assembly heights of the storage space. 
The diversely customisable storage space close to the 
table can be used from one or both sides as desired.
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E41 natural ash

C17 wenge varnished oak

G11 natural pear

F31 natural cherry

B26 natural beech B21 mid brown beech

B23 walnut varnished beech

H11 natural maple

D12 natural walnut

E46 light grey ash

E45 black ash

C11 natural oak

Real wood veneer

E10 white ash

D11 dark walnut

Likewood melamine

02 arctic whiteK74 natural white 203 maple

K66 walnut K65 Zebrano103 beech

K69 acacia

K70 graphite blackA16 dark grey

A14 pure white

Melamines

Modesty panel/privacy screen

Frame versions

105 Plexiglass translucent white

119 white aluminium 120 white

N10 likewood oak

24 black 100 chrome-plated*
*for round tube only

K23 light orange K26 green K24 sand

Coloured melamines

The modesty panels and privacy 

screens are also available in the 

melamine and veneer f inishes 

shown above.



Sustainable and close. 

Real wood veneers from 

regional and sustainable 

forestry are not only 

fascinatingly beautiful, 

but also save transport 

kilometres. 

Innovative laser edge. 

Jointless edge processing 

at the highest level that 

harmoniously combines 

durability, beauty and 

environmental friendli-

ness.

Powder coating instead of 

painting. For finishing and 

to protect against rust we 

rely on more environmen-

tally friendly and higher 

quality powder coating.

Sustainability down 
to the last detail.
Sustainability and quality “Made in Germany” have been key company principles 
for more than 50 years. Principles that temptation four also embodies and 
which are reflected in recycling-orientated product design, ecologically 
tested materials, resource and energy-conscious manufacturing and ongoing 
quality tests.

Thus in the manufacture of the veneered temptation four table tops, for 
example, only selected woods such as beech, ash and oak from sustainable 
forestry are used. Ultramodern, energy-saving and environmentally friendly 
production of the steel and aluminium components is also part of the quality 
and sustainability philosophy. 

Sedus operates globally in 

accordance with the principles 

of the UN Global Compact on 

human rights, labour standards, 

environmental protection and 

fighting corruption.



ISO 14001
ISO 9001
ISO 50001
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Company:




